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Universal Jurisdiction to Prosecute
Human Trafficking: Analyzing the
Practical Impact of a Jurisdictional
Change in Federal Law
By JOHN REYNOLDS*
I freed a thousand slaves. I could have freed a thousand more if
only they knew they were slaves.
-Harriet Tubman
The essence of all slavery consists in taking the product of another's
labor by force. It is immaterial whether this force be founded upon




Recent estimates suppose that between 12 million and 27 million
people are held in modern-day slavery worldwide.' Human
trafficking, considered by the United States Congress as "a
contemporary manifestation of slavery,"2 victimizes as many as
700,000 people each year, including tens of thousands of people
trafficked in the United States.! This modern-day slave trade occurs
. University of California, Hastings College of the Law, Class of 2011. The
author would like to thank his family, friends, and colleagues for their support. This
note is dedicated to the victims of human trafficking.
1. See E. BENJAMIN SKINNER, A CRIME So MONSTROUS: FACE-TO-FACE WITH
MODERN-DAY SLAVERY xv (2008); Diane L. Fahey, Can Tax Policy Stop Human
Trafficking?, 40 GEO. J. INT'L L. 345, 345 (2009); U.S. Dep't of State, 2009 Trafficking
In Persons Report 7-8, available at http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/
123357.pdf [hereinafter 2009 Trafficking in Persons Report].
2. Trafficking Victims Protection Act, 22 U.S.C. § 7101 (2000).
3. Johnny E. McGaba & Amanda Evans, Where Are the Victims? The
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both within and across national borders. According to Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton, "[t]he United States is committed to building
partnerships with governments and organizations around the world,
to finding new and more effective ways to take on the scourge of
human trafficking."4  Against a backdrop of increasing awareness
about the problem of human trafficking, Congress amended the
Trafficking Victims Protection Act to grant U.S. authorities universal
jurisdiction to prosecute the crime of trafficking.! The jurisdiction
granted by Congress will allow prosecution of traffickers present in
the U.S. regardless of where the offense was committed.
While the U.S. government has pledged to combat human
trafficking with prosecution of traffickers, prevention of the crime,
and protection of victims, the traffic in persons persists, with millions
of people continuing to live in forced labor conditions.! Trafficking in
persons is a lucrative trade, especially for criminal organizations, with
estimated profits of $44 billion every year.' Traffickers use deceit and
force to trick and coerce victims into forced labor.' Victims who are
trafficked to foreign countries often do not seek help because they
believe they are violating the law by being present in the country,
because they do not speak the country's language, or because they
fear the potential consequences from their trafficker."' Traffickers are
able to evade arrest because many countries lack either the resources
or the will to step up efforts against trafficking." The lack of
Credibility Gap in Human Trafficking Research, 4 INTERCULTURAL HUM. RTs. L.
REV. 239 (2009) (noting that estimates of the number of victims of human trafficking
in the U.S. were reduced in 2003, but that the crime is likely underreported because
victims often fear that they are in the country illegally and because they often do not
speak English).
4. Hillary Clinton, Partnering Against Trafficking, USFEDNEWS, 2009 WL
16995722 (Aug. 31, 2009).
5. Trafficking Victims Protection Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1596 (West 2008).
6. Id.
7. See SKINNER, supra note 1.
8. Jennifer M. Smith, An International Hit Job: Prosecuting Organized Crime
Acts as Cimes Against Humanity, 97 GEO. L.J. 1111, 1113 (2009); see also Jasna
Vujin, Human Trafficking in the Balkans: An Inside Report, 4 INTERCULTURAL
HUM. RTS. L. REV. 267,277 (2009).
9. Sarah King, Human Trafficking: Addressing the International Ciminal
Industry in the Backyard, 15 U. MIAMI INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 369,369-70 (2008).
10. Dina Francesca Haynes, Exploitation Nation: The Thin and Grey Legal Lines
Between Trafficked Persons and Abused Migrant Laborers, 23 NOTRE DAME J.L.
ETHics & PUB. POL'Y 1, 14-15 (2009).
11. See 2009 Trafficking in Persons Report, supra note 1, at 9-14. See, e.g., Clara
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trafficking enforcement in certain countries grants traffickers the
opportunity to trade people with near impunity." Renewed focus by
the U.S. government to combat this modern day slave trade led
Congress to grant universal jurisdiction to prosecute human
trafficking. 13
Extraterritorial jurisdiction has a lengthy history under
international and U.S. domestic law. Piracy is the prototypical
international crime, which provides universal jurisdiction to prosecute
under international law.14 This note will examine the reasons for
using extraterritorial jurisdiction in cases of piracy and other crimes,
and use that analysis to examine the possible impact of the
extraterritoriality provision in the amended Trafficking Victims
Protection Act on the crime of human trafficking. Section II will
examine the crime of human trafficking. Section III will evaluate the
application of universal jurisdiction to piracy and the transatlantic
slave trade. Section IV will discuss arguments for the extension of
universal jurisdiction to other crimes, including war crimes, genocide,
and terrorism. Section V will analyze the application of
extraterritoriality to human trafficking and provide suggestions for
filling the remaining gaps in trafficking enforcement.
II. A Crime of Immense Proportions
The victims of human trafficking face inhumane living and labor
conditions in the sex trade, forced labor, bonded labor (wherein the
victim is required to work in order to pay off a debt to the trafficker),
involuntary domestic servitude, and forced child labor trades."
According to the United Nations International Labor Organization,
approximately 12.3 million persons are "in forced labor, bonded
A. Dietel, Note, "Not Our Problem Russia 'Is Resistance to Joining the Convention
on Action Against Trafficking in Human Beings, 32 SUFFOLK TRANSNAT'L L. REV.
161, 178 (2008) (suggesting that Russians and Russian law enforcement do not
consider human trafficking an important problem for their country's legal apparatus).
12. See, e.g., Dietel, supra note 11, at 179 (arguing that organized crime in Russia
is able to avoid punishment for trafficking through bribery and force); see also 2009
Trafficking in Persons Report, supra note 1, at 5 (noting that human trafficking "fuels
growing networks of organized crime...").
13. 22 U.S.C. § 7101.
14. M. Cherif Bassiouni, Universal Jurisdiction for International Cnmes:
Historical Perspectives and Contemporary Practice, 42 VA. J. INT'L L. 81, 110-11
(2001).
15. 2009 Trafficking In Persons Report, supra note 1, at 14-25.
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labor, and commercial sexual servitude at any given time."" Human
trafficking generates enormous profits for organized crime and is
estimated to be the second largest criminal enterprise in the world."
The sex trafficking industry alone is estimated to generate between
seven and ten billion dollars annually. 8
Seventy percent of women who are trafficked are subject to
sexual exploitation." Sex trafficking commonly involves the use of
force or deception to bring women from poor countries to countries
where they face slave-like conditions and are forced to work in the
sex industry.20 Some of the women who become victims of sex
trafficking may have volunteered to work in the sex industry (or to
work in another industry), but subsequently find themselves in
conditions of slavery with no option to leave, potentially subject to
beatings and rape by their traffickers.2' Other women "are kidnapped
and forced into sex trafficking." 22 Still others are sold into slavery by
their families.23 Similar methods are used by traffickers to procure
victims in other industries.24 Most women trafficked into the sex
industry come from Latin America, Southeast Asia, and Central and
Eastern Europe.2 5 Although some countries clearly are home to more
victims of trafficking than others, the problem of trafficking touches
virtually every nation.26
16. Id. at 8.
17. Valerie S. Payne, Note, On the Road to Victory in America's War on Human
Trafficking: Landmarks, Landmines, and the Need for Centralized Strategy, 21
REGENT U. L. REV. 435,436 (2009).
18. April Rieger, Missing the Mark: Why the Trafficking Victims Protection Act
Fails to Protect Sex Trafficking Victims in the United States, 30 HARV. J. L. &
GENDER 231 (2007).
19. Id.
20. Id. at 232.
21. Id.
22. Id. at 235-36.
23. Id. at 236.
24. Kalen Fredette, Revisiting the UN Protocol on Human Trafficking: Stnking
Balances for More Effective Legislation, 17 CARDOZO J. INT'L & COMP. L. 101, 106
(2009).
25. Id. at 107-08.
26. See generally 2009 Trafficking in Persons Report, supra note 1, at 50-307
(evaluating the prosecution, prevention, and protection policies of individual
countries).
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III. Universal Jurisdiction
There are five main categories of criminal jurisdiction under
international law.27  First, territorial jurisdiction belongs to the
sovereign in whose territory the crime occurs.' Second, national
jurisdiction belongs to the sovereign whose national allegedly
committed the crime. 9 Third, protective jurisdiction belongs to the
sovereign whose national interest is injured by the crime.' Fourth,
universal jurisdiction belongs to any sovereign with custody over the
offender (although alleged criminals are occasionally tried in
absentia)." Finally, passive personal jurisdiction belongs to the
sovereign whose national is victimized by the crime.32
There is some lack of clarity surrounding the definition of
universal jurisdiction.33 Universal jurisdiction can grant a state the
right to prosecute one who violates its laws outside that state's
territory based on that state's criminal law, based on international
treaty, or for the commission of an international crime.' It may be
that universal jurisdiction exists where states have an "extradite or
prosecute" treaty, whereby an arresting state agrees to extradite a
captive for trial where the crime occurred if the destination state
would prosecute, or will prosecute the crime itself if the destination
state would not prosecute.
The International Criminal Tribunal of the Former Yugoslavia
trial chamber suggested that universal jurisdiction would apply to any
violation of jus cogens.36 Some courts, however, have refused to
recognize universal jurisdiction for prosecuting genocide, torture, or
violations of the Geneva Conventions." For purposes of this note,
27. United States v. Yunis, 681 F.Supp. 896, 899 (D.D.C. 1988).
28. Id.
29. Id.
30. Id. at 900.
31. Id.
32. Yunis, 681 F.Supp. at 900.
33. Mark A. Summers, The International Court of Justice's Decision in Congo v.
Belgium: How Has it Affected the Development of a Principle of Universal
Jurisdiction that Would Obligate All States to Prosecute War Crinmals?, 21 B.U.
INT'L L.J. 63, 69-70 (2003).
34. Id. at 70.
35. Id. at 78.
36. Prosecutor v. Furundzija, Case No. IT-95-17/1-T, Judgment, 1 156 (Int'l Crim.
Trib. For the Former Yugoslavia Dec. 10, 1998); see Summers, supra note 33, at 79.
37. See, e.g., Brigitte Stern, Universal Jurisdiction Over Cnmes Against
2011] 391
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universal jurisdiction will be construed as jurisdiction to prosecute an
offense without any territorial connection to the locus of the crime,
and without any citizenship connection to either the victim or the
alleged perpetrator. In this note the term "extraterritorial
jurisdiction" will be used as a synonym for "universal jurisdiction," in
order to diminish repetition.
Universal jurisdiction was applied to piracy during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries because "[p]irates were
considered to have waged war [against] . . . all states."39 The nature of
piracy on the high seas is such that the crime is not committed on the
territory of any sovereign. As such, a legal regime allowing any state
to exert authority over a pirate was required to effectively combat
piracy. Under the international legal system's approach to piracy, the
arresting country is permitted to transfer a captured pirate to another
nation for trial."
Universal jurisdiction for piracy does not rest solely on the
justification that the crime is committed on the high seas.
"[P]irates... have long been considered the enemies of all
humanity."41 So not only the statelessness of the offense but its
universal condemnation justify the exertion of extraterritorial
jurisdiction by any sovereign state to prosecute it. This principle,
however, is not generally considered sufficient to justify the exercise
42h
of universal jurisdiction. Some have argued that universal
jurisdiction should be justified simply by the seriousness of the
alleged crime.43 Others contend that such justification lacks standards
Humanity Under French Law-Grave Breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 1949-
Genocide-Torture-Human Rights Violations in Bosnia and Rwanda, 93 AM. J. INT'L
L. 525, 527 (1999) (discussing rulings by French appellate and high courts which
refused to exercise universal jurisdiction over torture offenses); Summers, supra note
33, at 79 ("The German and Dutch courts have ruled that their authorities did not
have jurisdiction to prosecute extraterritorial acts of genocide and torture,
respectively, absent the territorial presence of the suspects.").
38. See Lee A. Casey, The Case Against the International Criminal Court, 25
FORDHAM INT'L L.J. 840, 854-55 (2002).
39. Dr. Lawrence Azubuike, International Law Regime Against Piracy, 15 ANN.
SURV. INT'L & COMP. L. 43,44 (2009). See Bassiouni, supra note 14, at 109.
40. Azubuike, supra note 39, at 55.
41. Kenneth C. Randall, Universal Jurisdiction Under International La w, 66 TEx.
L. REv. 785, 788 (1988).
42. See PRINCETON PROJECT ON UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION, THE PRINCETON
PRINCIPLES ON UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION 42-43 (2001), available at
http://lapa.princeton.edu/hosteddocs/univejur.pdf.
43. See id. at 43.
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and would permit states to "abuse universal jurisdiction to pursue
politically motivated prosecutions."'
The subjection of piracy to universal jurisdiction under
international law is codified in the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).45 There are 161 nations signed on as
parties to the UNCLOS." Some commentators have challenged the
extension of universal jurisdiction; however they note that piracy and
the slave trade, as offenses that take place (at least in part) on the
high seas, are subject to universal jurisdiction."7
The similarity between piracy and the slave trade, however, is
somewhat misleading. The slave trade does give rise to universal
jurisdiction under international law.48 The primary justification for
subjecting slavery to universal justification is the gravity of the crime
against a person's liberty.49 In fact, "slave trading does not threaten
commerce or navigation between nations in the same way as
piracy . . ..".o Lee A. Casey's assertion that piracy and the slave trade,
as offenses occurring on the high seas, are the only offenses clearly
giving rise to universal jurisdiction dismisses this key distinction
between slavery and piracy." While a pirate committed his crime
only on the high seas, the slave trader bought persons in one
sovereign nation and transported them across the high seas to be sold
in another sovereign land.
In 1815, the Declaration of the Congress of Vienna charged that
the slave trade was equivalent to piracy.52 Professor Cherif Bassiouni
44. Id.
45. United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea art. 105, Dec. 10, 1982,
1833 U.N.T.S. 397.
46. Chronological lists of ratifications of, accessions and successions to the
Convention and the related Agreements as at 15 November 2010, available at
http://www.un.org/Depts/los/reference-files/chronologicallists-of-ratifications.htm#
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.
47. See Casey, supra note 38, at 855 ("The only universal offenses that have a
long history of general acceptance are piracy and the slave trade, both activities
taking place on the high seas, beyond the territorial jurisdiction of any single State.").
48. Id.
49. Jodi Horowitz, Comment, Regina v. Bartle and the Commissioner of Police
for the Metropolis and Others Ex Parte Pinochet: Universal Jurisdiction and
Sovereign Immunity for Jus Cogens Violations, 23 FORDHAM INT'L L.J. 489, 497-98
(1999).
50. Id. at 498.
51. See Casey, supra note 38 at 855.
52. Bassiouni, supra note 14, at 112.
2011] 393
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suggests that conventions condemning the slave trade did not always
recognize universal jurisdiction." Perhaps limiting the application of
universal jurisdiction to the transport of slaves across the high seas
occurred because the countries of destination and origin were not
prepared to halt the trade in slaves. Thus the international
community's response had to attempt to halt the slavers in transit. If
so, then the application of universal jurisdiction to slavery (or at least
to aspects of the slave trade) seems to be more out of expediency
than out of the crime's inherent nature. If transit across the high seas
and universal condemnation were the only requirements for universal
jurisdiction to apply, then the door would be open to other
universally condemned crimes to be subject to universal jurisdiction.
In order to place some limits on the potential application of universal
jurisdiction, it would be wise to incorporate the gravity of the crime
into the question of whether extraterritorial jurisdiction applies.
In the wake of World War II, some tribunals asserted universal
jurisdiction to punish Nazi officials for war crimes or crimes against
humanity. The Israeli Supreme Court held that "[t]he State of
Israel... was entitled, pursuant to the principle of universal
jurisdiction and in the capacity of a guardian of international law and
an agent for its enforcement, to try the appellant."' The appellant in
that case, Adolph Eichmann, was abducted by Israeli agents in
Argentina and brought to Israel for trial." Some commentators have
asserted that Israel's right to try Eichmann rested not on universal
jurisdiction, but on the theory of the State's "passive personality.""
The passive personality is a jurisdictional principle in which a state's
jurisdiction is based on the victim's nationality."
IV. Extending the Reach of Universal Jurisdiction
Experts, commentators, and practitioners of international crimes
have suggested expanding the application of universal jurisdiction to
several other crimes in order to enhance enforcement efforts." These
53. Id.
54. Id. at 138 (quoting Attorney Gen. of Israel v. Eichmann, 36 I.L.R. 277, 304
(Israel S. Ct., 29 May 1962)).
55. Randall, supra note 41, at 810.
56. Bassiouni, supra note 14, at 137.
57. Yunis, 681 F.Supp. at 900.
58. See Bassiouni, supra note 14, at 153-55 ("The writings of scholars have driven
the recognition of the theory of universal jurisdiction, particularly for jus cogens
[Vol. 34:2394
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supporters usually suggest that universal jurisdiction will allow
nations to prosecute these crimes even when some nations fail to
undertake serious efforts to criminalize the behavior. 9  Others
suggest that expanding universal jurisdiction is unwise, usually
indicating that the principle undermines international comity and
creates tension in international relations because individual nations
are asserting their laws extraterritorially." The following sections
analyze the extension of universal jurisdiction to crimes other than
piracy and slavery.
A. War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity
Commentators and some national legislatures have promoted the
expansion of the universal jurisdiction application. Spain and
Belgium both passed laws granting their courts jurisdiction over war
61
crimes, genocide, and crimes against humanity wherever they occur.
The Nuremburg Tribunal's Charter, established at the end of World
War II to try major war criminals, is sometimes considered to have
revived universal jurisdiction, applying it to crimes against peace, war
crimes, and crimes against humanity.62  Other commentators have
argued that the Nuremburg Tribunal's jurisdictional authority rests
upon theories other than universal jurisdiction.63 Even if the
Nuremburg Tribunal did not extend universal jurisdiction, the
Geneva Conventions of 1949 do extend universal jurisdiction for the
prosecution of "grave breaches" of those conventions.6" As
international crimes. These writings reflect idealistic universalistic views, as well as
pragmatic policy perspectives.").
59. See id. at 154.
60. See id. at 154-55.
61. See Summers, supra note 33, at 67.
62. See Horowitz, supra note 49, at 498-99 (suggesting that Nuremburg expanded
the principle of universal jurisdiction); Agreement for the Prosecution and
Punishment of Major War Criminals of the European Axis, Charter of the
International Tribunal, Aug. 8, 1945, art. 6, 59 Stat. 1544, 1556, 82 U.N.T.S. 279, 288
(notably establishing jurisdiction of the court over crimes against humanity "whether
or not in violation of the domestic law of the country where perpetrated").
63. Casey, supra note 38, at 856 (arguing that Nuremburg's jurisdictional
authority rested upon the principle that "the German Reich unconditionally
surrendered; and the undoubted right of [the victorious] countries to legislate for the
occupied territories has been recognized by the civilized world").
64. See Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and
Sick in Armed Forces in the Field, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3114, 75 U.N.T.S. 31
[hereinafter Geneva I]; Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of
Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea, Aug. 12, 1949, 6
2011]1 395
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mentioned in Section III of this article, the Israeli Supreme Court
relied on the principle of universal jurisdiction to try Adolph
Eichmann for war crimes, crimes against humanity, and crimes
against the Jewish people." The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals
agreed with the Israeli court's reasoning by holding that John
Demjanjuk was subject to the jurisdiction of any nation for his crimes
as a guard at a concentration camp, and therefore could be extradited
to Israel."
The applicability of universal jurisdiction to war crimes and
crimes against humanity remains contested.67 If states can prosecute
war crimes and crimes against humanity extraterritorially, then the
strongest justification for doing so must be the gravity of the crimes.
By their nature, war crimes and crimes against humanity take place
within the territory of states and victimize people who belong to
U.S.T. 3217, 75 U.N.T.S. 85 [hereinafter Geneva II]; Convention Relative to the
Treatment of Prisoners of War, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3316, 75 U.N.T.S. 135
[hereinafter Geneva III]; Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons
in Time of War, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3516, 75 U.N.T.S. 287 [hereinafter Geneva
IV] (collectively, Geneva Conventions). Each of the Geneva Conventions provides
that the "High Contracting Party shall be under the obligation to search for persons
alleged to have committed, or to have ordered to be committed, such grave breaches,
and shall bring such persons, regardless of their nationality, before its own courts."
Geneva I, supra, art. 49; Geneva II, supra, art. 50; Geneva III, supra, art. 129; Geneva
IV, supra, art. 146. Grave breaches are considered to be "those involving any of the
following acts, if committed against persons or property protected by the present
convention: willful killing, torture or inhuman treatment, including biological
experiments, willfully causing great suffering or serious injury to body or health,
unlawful deportation or transfer or unlawful confinement of a protected person,
compelling a protected person to serve in the forces of a hostile Power, or willfully
depriving a protected person of the rights of fair and regular trial prescribed in the
present Convention, taking of hostages and extensive destruction and appropriation
of property, not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and
wantonly." Geneva IV, supra, art. 147; see also Geneva I, supra, art. 50; Geneva II,
supra, art. 51; Geneva III, supra, art. 130.
65. See supra Section III.
66. Demjanjuk v. Petrovsky, 776 F.2d 571, 582 (6th Cir. 1985) (overruled on other
grounds) ("Some crimes are so universally condemned that the perpetrators are the
enemies of all people. Therefore, any nation which has custody of the perpetrators
may punish them according to its law applicable to such offenses. This principle is a
departure from the general rule that 'the character of an act as lawful or unlawful
must be determined wholly by the law of the country where the act is done."').
67. See Bassiouni, supra note 14, at 115-19 (suggesting that universal jurisdiction
applies to grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions and noting that a number of
academics and experts advocate broad recognition of universal jurisdiction for war
crimes and that a "few States have adopted national legislation allowing domestic
prosecution of 'crimes against humanity' even when committed outside the State's
territory and even when committed by or against non-nationals").
396 [Vol. 34:2
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states. The universal condemnation of such crimes and the gravity of
such offenses provide the only justifications for applying universal
jurisdiction.
B. Torture
The Second Circuit Court of Appeals found, in dicta, that "for
purposes of civil liability, the torturer has become like the pirate and
slave trader before him hostis humani generis, an enemy of all
mankind."" One commentator suggests that torture, along with all or
nearly all other jus cogens norms, are subject to universal jurisdiction
under international law.69 Such an approach to universal jurisdiction
would rely solely on the gravity and universal condemnation of a
crime, discounting its "statelessness."
Other nations have found that universal jurisdiction applies to
torture. Under French criminal law, torture is punishable without a
connection to French territory or citizenship.o Belgium's law of
universal jurisdiction, discussed above with respect to war crimes, also
grants universal jurisdiction over torture." Belgian authorities
68. Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, 630 F.2d 876, 890 (2d Cir. 1980) (case's jurisdictional
disposition relied on the Alien Tort Statute rather than the inherent principle of
universal jurisdiction).
69. Scott A. Richman, Comment, Siderman de Blake v. Republic of Argentina:
Can the FSIA Grant Immunity for Violations of lus Cogens Norms?, 19 BROOK. J.
INT'L L. 967, 984-85 (1993) (arguing that universal jurisdiction applies to jus cogens
violations through customary international law).
70. Code de Procddure P6nale [C. PR. PtN], art. 689 ("Les auteurs ou complices
d'infractions commises hors du territoire de la R~publique peuvent etre poursuivis et
jug6s par les juridictions frangaises . . . soit lorsqu'une convention international
donne comp6tence aux juridictions frangaises pour connaitre de l'infraction.")
[Actors or accomplices committing the following crime outside of the Republic's
territory can be prosecuted and judged by French Courts as long as an international
convention grants jurisdictional competence to French courts to hear the crime]. Id.
at art. 689-2 ("Pour l'application de la convention contre la torture et autres peines
ou traitements cruels, inhumains ou d6gradants, adopt6e A New York le 10 d6cembre
1984, peut 8tre poursuivie et jugde dans les conditions prdvues A Particle 689-1 toute
personne coupable de tortures au sens de 'article ler de la convention.")[For the
application of the Convention Against Torture and Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading
Treatment, adopted in New York December 10, 1984, anyone guilty of torture in the
sense of the 1st article of the convention may be prosecuted and judged, pursuant to
article 689-1 [may be tried in a French Court if found in French territory, regardless
of where the crime occurred]].
71. See Loi concernant la convention internationale pour la repression du
financement du terrorisme [Act Concerning the Punishment of Serious Violations of
International Humanitarian Law] of Dec. 9, 1999, MONITEUR BELGE [M.B.] [Official
Gazette of Belgium] § 7, Jun. 17, 2004, 44951; see also Bassiouni, supra note 14, at
2011] 397
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indicted former president of Chad Hissine Habr6 on a variety of
charges, including torture.7 2 Under Canada's criminal law, "everyone
who, outside Canada, commits an act or omission that, if committed
in Canada, would constitute ... [torture] shall be deemed to commit
that act or omission in Canada.",3
While most states have accepted torture as a crime subject to
universal jurisdiction, that view is not universally shared. The British
House of Lords unanimously rejected universal jurisdiction to
prosecute torture, for example.74 A number of commentators have
criticized the use of universal jurisdiction in torture cases. Professor
Brad Roth suggests that universal jurisdiction to prosecute could "be
a hunting licence, to be deployed in pursuit of a political agenda that
has little to do with the evenhanded enforcement of international
norms."76
C. Terrorism and Hijacking
Some courts and commentators have considered the possibility
that universal jurisdiction applies to the crimes of terrorism and
hijacking. A federal district court recognized that "nations have
begun to extend [universal jurisdiction] to ... crimes considered in
the modern era to be as great a threat to the well-being of the
international community as piracy . . .. ," The court in that case
accepted universal jurisdiction to prosecute an individual suspected of
committing an act of terrorism in Guyana. Multilateral conventions
145-46.
72. See Human Rights Watch, The Case Against Hissane Habr, an "African
Pnochet" available at http://www.hrw.org/legacy/justice/habre/ (last visited Mar. 1,
2010).
73. Canada Criminal Code H§ 7(3.7), 269.1, R.S.C., ch. C-46 (1985) (individual
may be prosecuted if, "after the commission thereof, [the person is] present in
Canada").
74. Jones v. Ministry of the Interior of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, [2006]
UKHL 26, [2007] 1 A.C. 270 (appeal taken from Eng.).
75. See Brad R. Roth, Just Short of Torture, 6 J. INT'L CRIM. JUST. 215, 233-34
(2008).
76. Id. at 239.
77. Randall, supra note 41, at 789.
78. United States v. Layton, 509 F.Supp. 212, 223 (N.D. Cal. 1981).
79. Id. at 223-24. The court in Layton accepted that Congress intended to
implement universal jurisdiction with the terrorism statute in question, but the
particular act of terrorism at issue was committed against a U.S. congressman in
Guyana, so the theories of passive personality and protective jurisdiction may be
sufficient to establish jurisdiction to prosecute.
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on hijacking and terrorism demand that states party to the
conventions either extradite alleged offenders or prosecute them,
regardless of whether the criminal acts were committed within the
territory of the state.
V. Universal Jurisdiction for Human Trafficking
A. Universal Jurisdiction and the Trafficking Victims
Protection Act
Congress authorized the courts of the U.S. to try human
trafficking cases under the principle of universal jurisdiction when it
reauthorized the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA) in
2008." According to the Supreme Court's prior jurisprudence, courts
of the U.S. will ordinarily presume that Congress did not intend for
laws to operate extraterritorially, but will give effect to Congressional
intent for a statute to have extraterritorial effect.' With respect to
the TVPA, Congress clearly intended to give extraterritorial effect to
the statute by granting universal jurisdiction to U.S. courts to hear
trafficking cases.
The impact TVPA's universal jurisdiction will have on trafficking
prosecutions is uncertain. If Lee A. Casey's theory is correct, then
very few criminal prosecutions have relied on the principle of
universality, despite its centuries of existence . If so, then there will
not likely be many prosecutions of traffickers under universal
jurisdiction. Some argue that universal jurisdiction will erode
international comity and fail to deter the underlying crime." But
other commentators have suggested that a variety of crimes would be
better prosecuted under universal jurisdiction."
80. International Convention Against the Taking of Hostages, Dec. 4, 1979, 18
I.L.M. 1456, adopted by G.A. Res. 34/146, 34 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 39), U.N. Doc.
A/C6/34/L23 (1979); Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the
Safety of Civil Aviation, Sept. 23, 1971, 24 U.S.T. 565, 974 U.N.T.S. 177; Convention
for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, Dec. 16, 1970, 22 U.S.T. 1641,
860 U.N.T.S. 105; Randall, supra note 41, at 819.
81. 18 U.S.C.A. § 1596.
82. Equal Employment Opportunity Comm'n v. Arabian American Oil
Company, 499 U.S. 244, 248 (1991).
83. See Casey, supra note 38, at 856 ("It is, in fact, difficult to find a single
instance in which a State exercised 'universal' jurisdiction over offenses taking place
within the territory of another State, where none of its nationals were involved.").
84. Summers, supra note 33, at 83.
85. See Bassiouni, supra note 14, at 153-55.
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On balance, it appears that the universal jurisdiction provision of
the TVPA will occasionally be a useful tool for prosecutors to use
against certain traffickers, but that the crime of human trafficking will
not be dramatically impacted by exertions of extraterritorial
jurisdiction on the part of the U.S. The following sections will discuss
further means of reducing the scale of human trafficking.
B. Cooperation Between Law Enforcement Agencies
While universal jurisdiction provides a new tool for the
prosecution of human trafficking, prosecution relies on the effective
detection of traffickers by law enforcement. The international nature
of the crime and of the organizations that perpetrate the crime
demands international cooperation in law enforcement in order to
detect offenses and break up trafficking rings.86
International law enforcement cooperation is not unprecedented.
Many have suggested that various crimes are more effectively
combated through international cooperation amongst law
enforcement agencies, including drug trafficking," international
terrorism,' cybercrime," piracy," and export control violations.91 The
International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL) was
formed to facilitate such cooperation.92 In fact, INTERPOL is
involved in coordinating anti-crime efforts against organized crime,"
terrorism,94 and human trafficking. INTERPOL's human trafficking
86. Mohamed Y. Mattar, Incorporating the Five Basic Elements of a Model
Antitrafficking in Persons Legislation in Domestic Laws: From the United Nations
Protocol to the European Con vention, 14 TUL. J. INT'L& COMP. L. 357,413 (2006).
87. Bruce Zagaris, Developments in the Institutional Architecture and
Framework of International Criminal and Enforcement Cooperation in the Western
Hemisphere, 37 U. MIAMI INTER-AM. L. REV. 421,427 (2006).
88. Jenny-Brooke Condon, Extraterritorial Interrogation: The Porous Border
Between Torture and U.S. Criminal Trials, 60 RUTGERS L. REv. 647,700 (2008).
89. Kimberly Kiefer Peretti, Data Breaches: What the Underground World of
"Carding" Reveals, 25 SANTA CLARA COMPUTER & HIGH TECH. L.J. 375,400 (2009).
90. Niclas Dahlvang, Thieves, Robbers, & Terrorists: Piracy in the 21st Century,
4 REGENT J. INT'L L. 17,37 (2006).
91. Wendy L. Wysong, "Mistakes Were Made" Assessing Risks & Liabilities in
Mergers & Acquisitions Under the Export Control Laws, 901 PLI/CoMM 455,473-74
(2007).
92. About Interpol, INTERPOL INT'L, http://www.interpol.int/public/icpol
default.asp (last visited Feb. 25, 2010) (on file with author).
93. Criminal Organizations, INTERPOL INT'L, http://www.interpol.int/Public/
OrganisedCrime/default.asp (last visited Feb. 25, 2010) (on file with author).
94. Public Safety and Terrorism, INTERPOL INT'L, http://www.interpol.int/Public/
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division seeks to promote global cooperation under the United
Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime' and the
additional Protocol to Prevent and Punish Trafficking in Persons.9
C. Attacking the Market for Trafficked Persons
As discussed in Section II above, many trafficking victims are
lured by traffickers with promises of employment, only to find
themselves forced into labor upon arrival at their destination
country.98 There may have been legitimate opportunities to earn a
living which could have prevented the exploitation of these victims by
traffickers. Although this structural problem is beyond the scope of
the prosecution of human traffickers, it undoubtedly contributes to
the supply of trafficking victims who are available to work in slave-
like conditions for their purchasers.
Professor Karen Bravo suggests that global labor liberalization
would diminish the market for trafficked persons." She argues that a
major factor contributing to the rising problem of human trafficking
has been the failure of states to free people to trade labor in the same
way that states have sought to free entrepreneurship, capital, and
goods.'" Applying this conceptual framework,
If the demand for labor cannot be satisfied by legitimate
distribution networks, then unauthorized networks will emerge to
supply the labor market. Furthermore, the existing [legal]
frameworks lack the tools necessary to effectively combat the
traffic in humans. The foreseeable consequence of the foregoing
legal and conceptual frameworks is the prospect of continuous
prosecutions and rights vindications in response to an unending
stream of violations and criminal activity. 0
Professor Bravo contends that the primary source countries of
trafficking victims are "labor-rich" and suffer from
Terrorism/default.asp (last visited Feb. 25, 2010) (on file with author).
95. Trafficking in Human Beings, INTERPOL INTL, http://www.interpol.int/Public/
THB/default.asp (last visited Feb. 25, 2010) (on file with author).
96. Id.
97. Id.
98. See Reiger, supra note 18, at 232, and accompanying text.
99. Karen E. Bravo, Free Labor! A Labor Liberalization Solution to Modern
Trafficking in Humans, 18 TRANSNAT'L L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 545,547 (2009).
100. Id at 549-51.
101. Id. at 559.
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underemployment.'" Likewise, she identifies the primary destination
countries as "labor-poor" nations that offer employment
opportunities.03 In this formulation:
Human smuggling and trafficking... are not aberrations; they
evidence the functioning of a distorted market and are entirely and
logically responsive to contemporary global market forces. The
transnational labor market in which they are embedded continues
to be disrupted by the collision of the flawed contemporary trade
liberalization project ... with increased enforcement of domestic
immigration laws and militarization of national borders.
Professor Bravo goes on to note that most regional and global
trade agreements are structured to create a free transnational flow of
goods, services, and capital, but do little to encourage comparable
fluidity in labor.o' In response, she argues that a multilateral
framework for trading labor should be established, along with reform
to individual state domestic immigration and civil rights laws.""
There are a number of problems and difficulties with this
approach. First, in most countries, the sex trade industry, using much
of trafficked labor, is unlawful. Diminishing the impact of human
trafficking for the sex trade through labor liberalization would thus
require states to accept the sex trade as a lawful industry, or would
require that the supply of labor be so diminished that a forced
prostitution ring could not be operated profitably. Neither outcome
is likely. The legalization of the sex trade could also lead to other
social harms.
Additionally, there is substantial concern that labor liberalization
would negatively impact labor standards, wages, and social
entitlements of workers and citizens." A complex solution would
have to be developed to ensure that liberalizing the labor market
would not result in a race-to-the-bottom of labor standards and
wages, particularly in low-skill labor markets where the potential
supply of workers is very high. Maintaining the solvency of social
entitlements, particularly in the developed countries that Professor
102. Id. at 561.
103. Id.
104. Id. at 562.
105. Id. at 563-66.
106. Id. at 598.
107. Id. at 612-13.
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Bravo characterizes as "labor-poor"a while avoiding the inferior
status of noncitizenship and illegitimate presence that might
accompany immigration status would be of concern to political
leaders and their constituents in primary labor-receiving countries. A
practical concern for any labor liberalization policy would be its
political palatability in the "labor-poor" countries.
In spite of these problems, the structural factors giving rise to
human trafficking will have to be addressed in order to reduce the
scale of human trafficking over the long term. Labor liberalization is
one method of attempting to manage these structural factors.
Economic development in nations with high levels of
underemployment is another possibility, which could decrease the
number of people who wind up in trafficking networks while trying to
migrate to another country for employment.
Furthermore, public awareness about human trafficking could be
heightened. A campaign to increase public awareness about the
crime of trafficking could potentially decrease demand for goods and
services supplied through trafficked labor. In otherwise legitimate
markets that may use trafficked labor, companies could be required
to verify that the goods they purchase were not produced with
trafficked labor. Such a solution would face significant administrative
costs for verification, both on behalf of the companies and on behalf
of government regulators.
D. Increasing Enforcement of Penalties for Benefitting from
Human Trafficking
Enforcement agencies may find that an increased focus on those
who knowingly benefit from human trafficking would further the
fight against forced labor. Perhaps it would be more efficacious to
attempt to decrease the demand for trafficked persons by
strengthening penalties faced by those who knowingly benefit from
trafficking. Congress could demand that buyers in industries where
trafficked labor is commonly exploited (such as the sex industries,
agriculture, and the domestic services industry) perform some
background investigation to ensure that they are not purchasing the
goods or services of trafficked labor. For example, a family hiring a
nanny could be required to hire through a licensed agency (also
creating a licensing scheme that screens for trafficking) or to ensure
108. Id. at 561.
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that the person hired is not a trafficking victim.
Putting responsibility on buyers in these industries could increase
awareness about the problem of trafficking and would require
purchasers to be more diligent in avoiding the fruits of trafficked
labor. Likewise, makers of pornographic films and owners of adult
entertainment establishments could be more strictly regulated to
ensure that they do not use trafficked labor. Prostitution creates a
greater enforcement problem because the industry itself is outlawed
in many places. Increasing public awareness about human trafficking
in prostitution, however, could have an impact on the decisions of the
customers of that industry.
All these measures, however, would have limited reach for the
millions of persons trafficked outside the U.S. The reach of universal
jurisdiction will remain limited to those traffickers who are taken into
custody in territory controlled by the U.S. or another country that is
willing and able to prosecute. For the vast majority of trafficking
victims, universal jurisdiction will make little difference. It is
especially crucial that those nations on the second and third tier of the
State Department's Trafficking in Persons Report" step up efforts to
prosecute traffickers, prevent trafficking, and protect victims.
VI. Conclusion
Universal jurisdiction to try human traffickers provides U.S. law
enforcement with a new tool to combat the scourge of human
trafficking. Based on past uses of universal jurisdiction, the addition
of that principle to U.S. law is unlikely to significantly alter the legal
regime against human trafficking or to dramatically impact the scale
of modern-day slavery. It appears that the majority of traffickers will
be prosecuted for having committed crimes with a territorial
connection to the U.S. International cooperation will be vital to
reducing the magnitude of human trafficking. Nations with lax
enforcement of anti-trafficking laws need to increase pressure on
traffickers, and the victims of trafficking need legitimate means to
earn a living wage.
The problems giving rise to the modern slave trade are too wide-
ranging to be eradicated through jurisdictional principles alone.
Sustained efforts to alleviate the economic conditions faced by
potential trafficking victims are necessary to reduce the supply of
109. 2009 Trafficking in Persons Report, supra note 1, at 11.
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potential slaves used by criminal organizations and other traffickers.
Public awareness about the problem of trafficking will help to reduce
the demand for goods and services produced by forced labor. In all,
policies must be developed that will make human trafficking less
profitable in order to reduce the magnitude of the problem.
Changing the structure of the global market for trafficked persons is
needed in addition to changing principles of U.S. criminal jurisdiction
to prosecute human trafficking.
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